Abstract. Due to low tissue contrast, irregular object appearance, and unpredictable location variation, segmenting the objects from different medical imaging modalities (e.g., CT, MR) is considered as an important yet challenging task. In this paper, we present a novel method for interactive medical image segmentation with the following merits.
Introduction
Accurate segmentation of different objects from medical imaging data (e.g., MR, CT) is normally believed as one of the most significant steps for clinical treatment. However, traditional segmentation is often performed manually by the physician. Unfortunately, this manual segmentation is extremely timeconsuming, since currently large amount of data is being collected every day. Also, the inaccurate manual segmentation could not be totally avoided due to the factors like fatigue. Moreover, different physicians sometimes provide different segmentation according to her/his own experience. Thus, automatic or semi-automatic segmentation methods to quickly and precisely obtain the object boundary are urgently in demand.
As the deep learning goes popular in image segmentation task [16] [31] [3] , lots of releated attempts have been conducted for medical image segmentation. Ciresan et al. [5] trained a patch-based network to predict the class label of the central point in each patch and won the EM segmentation challenge at ISBI 2012 by a large margin. Havaei et al. [9] used a two-pathway deep CNN to exploit both local features and global contextual features to improve segmentation. To achieve good localization and the use of context, Ronneberger et al. [23] used skip connection to recover details lost by deep layers, which was generalized to other medical image segmentation tasks [4] [20] [30] with promising results.
Different from these deep learning methods, during manual delineation, the physician first locates the object roughly and keeps the appearance in mind, then repeatedly checks the inside-outside intensity changing to delineate the boundary precisely especially on the cases with blurry boundary. This reveals that the inside-outside comparison is important for medical image segmentation. Unfortunately, existing deep learning based methods directly classify each pixel/voxel after several convolution and pooling operations, which usually leads to inferior segmentation result on the cases with low contrast and blurry boundary.
In this paper, inspired by above observation, we propose a novel interactive segmentation method for medical images, by incorporating point-based interaction and bi-directional sequential patch learning. In our method, the physician is first asked to take a few seconds to click on the rough centeral point of the object before segmentation (we name the point as central point in this paper). With this click, an approximate location of object will be initially determined. As observed in Fig. 1 , we can draw many rays (based on a rough central point given by the physician), extending from the inside of object to the outside. We extract patches with 4 or 6 strides along these rays resulting in several sequences of patches (we name as sequential patches in this paper). Normally, in a certain sequence of patches extracted along a ray, with a very high probability, the first several patches along the rays are inside the object and the last several patches are outside the object. Also, the patches along the direction of the rays change sequentially. Thus, we learn the feature representation of these sequential patches, to capture the shape and appearance changing from both the objectto-background and background-to-object directions, which is largely different from the previous pure patch-based and image-based segmentation methods (as Image-Based Methods Patch-Based Methods Our Method Fig. 1 . Flowchart of our method for interactive segmentation and the difference of our method from previous methods. Our method extracts sequential patches with 4 or 6 strides along 16 rays extending from the inside of object to outside (for better visualization, only 8 rays and sparsely sampled patches are shown). A sequence of patches along a certain ray is viewed as a single training sample. Image-based method takes the whole image as input and outputs its corresponding prediction directly. Patchbased method takes each patch as an individual sample.
shown in Fig. 1) . Following this idea, we innovatively model the segmentation task as learning the representation of the bi-directional sequential patches, according to the given central point. To be specific, we build a U-net [23] like model with only 6 convolutions and 2 poolings. With the help of designed bidirectional gated ConvRNN modules embedded in different feature levels, our model takes sequential patches as input, thus the receptive field of all the layers (even the shallower layers) could be increased. In other words, we increase the receptive field via making the network goes wide, instead of deep. Besides, the bi-directional gated ConvRNN enables our model to capture spatial relation among adjacent patches and exploit more crucial details via inside-outside comparison as what physician does during segmentation. It is worth noting that the ConvRNN module in deeper layers could capture the spatial relation among patches in a general view, while the ConvRNN units in shallower levels will encode the detailed information for accurate segmentation. In brief, our work makes following contributions:
• We propose a simple point-based interactive method to improve the performance and meanwhile reduce the segmentation time. This point-based interaction could be naturally integrated with state-of-the-art deep learning method.
• Compared to traditional deep learning segmentation methods, we introduce inside-outside comparison into network, which has not been touched by previous works.
• We design a simple yet effective ConvRNN module. Thanks to this module, our model regards a sequence of patches as a single training sample and captures spatial relation among adjacent patches, which is different from patch-based methods (as shown in Fig. 1) . Besides, the ConvRNN module could help the shallow network increase receptive field to capture more context.
• Our model is light (5.2MB), easy to train (3 hours on PROMISE12 dataset via Nvidia 1080), fast to test (80ms/slice on PROMISE12 testing dataset).
Related Work
Compared with natural image segmentation, medical image segmentation is required to face more challenges, e.g., low tissue contrast, large appearance variation, unpredictable object motion, etc. Thus, traditional methods, specially developed for natural image segmentation, could not be directly applied to segment the medical objects. Recent years, many works have been contributed to medical image segmentation, which can be roughly classified into two categories.
The first class is registration/deformable model-based methods. Yang et al. [29] integrated the spatiotemporal information into a traditional registrationbased method to perform effective 4-D MRI thoracic segmentation. Liao and Shen [13] employed both patient-specific information and population by using anatomical feature selection and an online updating mechanism. In [33] , locally affine registration method (LARM) was proposed to provide the correspondence of anatomical substructures, and the free-form deformations with adaptive control point status was performed to refine local details. In [19] , Chen et al. imposed the anatomical constraints during the model deformation procedure. Gao et al. [8] proposed to learn a displacement regressor which can provide a non-local external force for each vertex of deformable model.
The second class is learning-based methods, which have received the considerable attention in recent years, including the patch-based and image-based methods. Patch-based methods usually regard each individual patch as the input and predict its label as the output. For example, in [11] , Li et al. designed a CNN to predict the label of input patch and combined the patch-level results to generate the final segmentation of liver tumor. Zhao et al. [32] integrated local and global region features into consideration and thus proposed a multi-scale convolution network to segment the brain tumor. To utilize the global context, as the image-based methods, whole image based deep models have also been explored. U-net [23] is one of the representative image-based methods. Several variants ( [6] [30] etc.) have been also proposed to segment different objects in medical images. Our method borrows the advantages from both image-based and patch-based methods, by modelling the sequential patches as aforementioned..
Moreover, from the perspective of interactive segmentation, our method belongs to the point-based interaction. Point-based interactive segmentation models have aroused increasing interest very recently. However, how to effectively integrate it with the state-of-the-art deep learning methods is still in its early stage. In [1] , the points given by human were regarded as weak supervision label for segmentation. Sun et al. [26] focused on generating prior map according to the given point to improve segmentation performance. Furthermore, the RNN has been introduced to image segmentation in recent years. Liang et al. [12] separated natural image with clear boundaries into different disjoint superpixels according to raw RGB pixels, then employed RNN to capture relations among superpixels. Cai et al. [2] used RNN to capture the relations among adjacent slices. We claim that our method is fundamentally different from these previous ones: the point in our method is just an indicator of the object; We capture the inside-outside changing trends with overlapped patches (which may contain both foreground and background) to determine the blurry boundary. Besides, our ConvRNN could be embedded into different levels of convnet instead of only the last few layers.
Framework and Preprocessing
We show the whole framework of our method in Fig. 1 , including the training and testing stages. The training stage consists of the preprocessing and sequential patch learning, while the testing stage contains the preprocessing, sequential patch segmentation, and result refinement.
In the training stage, the preprocessing step aims to extract the sequential patches for the following learning step. Since the ground truth is available during the training stage, for each image, we first calculate its mass center (of the object) as the initialized point, and then extract the sequential patches along the rays extending from this point, which could fully capture the relation of contin-uous changing from the inside to outside. Afterwards, these obtained sequential patches with their respective labels will be employed to train our proposed model, which will be elaborated in Section 4.
In the testing stage, to segment a new coming testing image, at first, an initial central point in the testing image will be roughly clicked by the physician, and then the sequential patches (according to the central point) will be extracted. Afterwards, these extracted sequential patches will be fed to the trained model to obtain the corresponding likelihood maps. Finally, these likelihood maps will be combined together for final segmentation in result refinement step.
Preprocessing: As shown in Fig. 1 , we first extend rays (16 rays in experiment setting) from the initial point. For each ray, we then extract a sequence of patches with their size as 32 × 32. Since the spatial smoothness among these patches is important in our method, we indeed extract patches with 4 or 6 strides to guarantee that consecutive patches contain an overlap. Since we found that the first several patches in a sequence are normally inside the object while the last several patches are normally outside the object, the boundary of object could appear in the rest several patches in the middle. Therefore, the advantage of our patch extraction strategy is that these patches could globally cover the whole object and also reduce the redundant background regions at the same time.
Sequential Patch Learning

Problem Analysis
With obtained sequential patches in hand, we can redefine the sequential patchbased segmentation as the problem of spatial sequence labeling. Normally, we denote a sequence of patches as X and thus X t indicates the t-th patch in this sequence. The segmentation model takes patch X t as input at t-th step and outputs the corresponding segmentation result Y t based on its memory over previous patch segmentation and current input patch. The spatial relationship between adjacent patches are encoded in the memory of the segmentation model. Accordingly, the sequential patch-based segmentation can be formulated as a task to train a sequence labeling algorithm H : X → Y, which can assign the most likely label to each patch in the length-K input sequence:
It is worth noting that there is a key difference between our sequential patchbased segmentation and the traditional sequence labeling (in natural language process [22] [17]): as shown in Fig. 2 , the output of each patch in a sequence is a 2D matrix instead of a scalar (in traditional sequence labeling). For an input patch with the size of 32 × 32, the number of its possible output pixels can be up to 2 32 . Therefore, it is difficult for existing models to well deal with the learning problem due to this large output volume. Thanks to our setting, with a high probability, the first several patches along the rays are inside the object and the last several patches are outside the object. Thus, our model actually more focuses on propagating label similarity from both ends to the middle patches, which could reduce the large output dimensionality and hence make the model more trainable.
Gated Memory Propagation Unit
Regarding that our goal here has been formulated as a sequence labeling task, it is a natural way to integrate this sequence labeling task into a recurrent neural network (RNN). As aforementioned, our patch extraction could guarantee the start (or end) patches to be foreground (or background), which could be treated as an important knowledge for learning. As analyzed, our problem is to propagate the label with high confidence from both the ends (i.e., foreground or background) to the middle patches whose corresponding labels are with low confidence. To tackle this problem, we propose to use ConvRNN cell to build a gated propagation unit, which could capture the spatial relationship and propagate visual memory from current patch to its next patch. In particular, given a sequence of patches as the input, the propagation unit needs to encode the input into representative features and meanwhile propagate the label memory from the current patch to the next patch. Regarding that the boundary of medical object often shows low contrast, the propagation should be sensitive to slight intensity changing.
Therefore, we propose a simple yet effective ConvRNN cell as follows:
where σ is the sigmoid activation function, * , • indicate the convolutional operator and element-wise multiplication, respectively. All the input X 1 , · · · , X t , hidden state H 1 , · · · , H t , and reset gate r t are 3D tensors in R P ×M ×N , where P is the number of channels, M is the number of rows, N is the number of columns in feature map, respectively. The most important tensor is hidden state H t at t-th step, which encodes spatial relation among adjacent patches. The reset gate r t measures the correlation between current input and hidden state H t−1 , aiming to control that how much information from H t−1 is allowed to flow into current hidden state H t . If r t is close to zero, the memory from previous hidden state H t−1 will be forgotten and meanwhile the new hidden state H t will be determined only by current input X t to handle the sudden change of intensity. The relu [21] activation function is employed to generate the final hidden state instead of tanh, since tanh is easy to saturate and change the range of value in feature map. The hidden state is used directly as the new representation of X t . Given an input sequence starting from foreground (object) region and ending at background, a single direction with memory unit could only propagate the memory in forward or backward view. However, it is still hard to determine the location of stopping propagation for predicting the boundary of object. To improve the performance of our visual memory model, we innovatively employ bi-directional RNN for sequential patch learning to integrate the information from different two directions. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the first unit processes the patches of a sequence in a forward direction, and the second unit processes the patches of a same sequence in a reversed direction. It is notable that the two units show different favors when propagating visual memory: forward unit tends to believe that current patch to be inside the object (classified as foreground), while the backward unit prefers to assign negative label (classified as background) to current patch. Finally, we employ a convolution layer with 1 × 1 kernel as a memory fusion module to fuse the different memories.
Network Structure
Inspired by vanilla U-net [23] , our network also contains a contracting path and an expanding path (see Fig. 4 ). The contracting path consists of three conv blocks, in which each block contains two time-distributed convolution layers. The max pooling operation between two contracting blocks aims to keep the notable features and increase the size of receptive field of network. The two deconv blocks in expanding path are employed to increase the size of feature map.
Compared with common ways of using ConvGRU [27] and ConvLSTM [28] , we embed the ConvRNN modules into the different levels of our model. Our consideration includes that (1) the features from the deeper layers are more effective to measure the correlation between two patches in a general view, because the size of receptive field will increase when the convolution and pooling operations are employed; (2) the features from the shallower layers contain more details which is useful to delineate the boundary of object precisely (3) from another perspective, the ConvRNN embedded in the top level (where the feature maps share the same size with origianl patch) performs like learning pixel-wise nonlinear affinity matrix which proves to be effective for segmentation refinement Fig. 4 . Details of our model. The high resolution feature maps from contracting path are concatenated with the output of deconvolution operation.
[15] [18] . As illustrated in Fig.4 , the feature maps are fed into a gated memory propagation module aiming to learn spatial relationship between adjacent patches. Then, the output of ConvRNN are upsampled and concatenated with the feature map from the contracting path. In other words, the detailed spatial relation at certain level is captured by both memory generated in a general view and the feature map from corresponding level in the contracting path.
Since every aforementioned component is differentiable, our model can be trained in an end-to-end way. We employ the binary cross entropy as loss function in our model. We apply Adam [10] with β 1 = 0.95, β 2 = 0.99 to optimize our model. Besides, weight decay is employed to avoid overfitting. We combine the patch-level segmentation result to whole slice to generate the final segmentation result in refinement.
Results
We report the qualitative and quantitative segmentation results of our method on three medical image segmentation datasets, including CT kidney tumor segmentation, MR prostate segmentation, and PROMISE12 challenge. For the evaluation metrics, we employ the Dice Ratio Score (DSC) (%) and Centroid Distance (CD) (mm) along 3 different directions (i.e., lateral x-axis, anterior-posterior yaxis, and superior-inferior z-axis), which are widely used in previous literatures [24] [25]. Also, for PROMISE12 challenge, several additional metrics (e.g., ABD, 95HD) are reported according to the automatic calculation provided by the challenge organizers [14] .
CT Kidney Tumor Segmentation
Setting: Our CT kidney dataset consists of 60 patients (images) with about 2500 CT slices, scanned from 60 different patients. The resolution of each CT image after image preprocessing is 296 × 296 × 40, with the in-plane voxel size as 1 × 1 mm 2 and the inter-slice thickness as 1 mm. The manual delineation results are available for all the images which could be considered as the ground truth for performance evaluation. For each input sequential, we extract 15 patches with 4 strides. For segmenting a new coming testing image, we will first ask the physician to perform one click to indicate the rough center of the tumor. Basically, we perform 2-fold cross validation on these 60 CT images. Comparison with Baselines: We compare our model with two baselines, e.g., U-net (image-based method) [23] and patch-based FCN. It is worth noting that, for fair comparison, the U-net in our experiment is designed with enough receptive field to cover common kidney tumors. For the implementation of patchbased FCN, we extract 1000 patches for each slice as the following way: (1) densely sampling the patches that are located inside the tumor or centered close to the tumor boundary, and (2) sparsely sampling the patches that are far from the tumor boundary. Table 1 reports the quantitative result. We can observe that the patch-based FCN performs worst, which is because that treating image patches individually as the direct input of the model might ignore the context information of the whole CT slice. For patch-based FCN, it is difficult to distinguish two patches (inside and outside the tumor) with similar appearance according to its setting. Moreover, U-net [23] performs better than patch-based FCN. As shown in Fig. 5 , U-net is able to roughly locate the tumor by using the whole image context information. However, it still fails to delineate the tumor precisely when the texture of tumor is similar to that of the renal parenchyma. Normally, the skip connection in U-net is applied to refine the roughly segmentation generated by deeper layers. Unfortunately, there is a shortcoming of this approach: the receptive field of the shallower layers is small and limited (usually 7 × 7 or 15 × 15), thus the learned feature maps are not discriminative enough to determine the boundary in low contrast region. Different from U-net, all the layers in our network keep large receptive field (even the shallower layers) and exploit crucial inside-outside changing trends as what physician does during delineation. It is worth noting that our model is much lighter (5.2MB) than U-net (135.9MB). We illustrate several typical segmentation examples in Fig. 5 , showing the promising performance compared with U-net. We also show the visualization of the feature maps of our method in Fig. 6 . With the help of inside-outside comparison, our method shows the ability to be aware of the blurry boundary. Ablation Study: To systematically study the efficacy of each component in our method, several ablation experiments are conducted. Table 2 reports the corresponding results. Typically, Vanilla U-net without ConvRNN performs much worse than our method, with only 86.52% on DSC. Also, we first embed a ConvRNN block into the bottom level of U-net and then feed sequential patches, leading to a 4.76% improvement. The U-net with ConvRNN embedded into both the bottom and middle level further advances the DSC to 92.34%. As observed, the ConvRNN could successfully capture the spatial relation, incorporate the context to improve the performance. Moreover, we modify the patch-based FCN to seq-based FCN by embedding ConvRNN into its original structure. Compared to patch-based FCN, seq-based FCN achieves substantial improvement on DSC, Fig. 7 . Tumor-likelihood maps generated by single directional arechitecture and bidirectional arechitecture. Table 2 . Ablation study results. Seq-FCN denotes the seq-based FCN. U-net-B, U-net-BM denote the U-net embedded with ConvRNN in the bottom level, both the bottom middle level, respectively.
which reveals the efficacy of our sequential patches. Furthermore, we evaluate the single direction design of our ConvRNN. As shown in Fig. 7 , without the spatial relation from the bi-direction and the memory fusion, this architecture leads to a slight drop in DSC. Finally, we replace our ConvRNN with ConvGRU [27] or ConvLSTM [28] to evaluate the influence. Unfortunately, the network with ConvGRU [27] is hard to train and fails to get a good performance. The variant with ConvLSTM [28] performs a little worse than our method especially on these tumors with blurry boundary. One possible reason for this problem is that the long time memory encoded in the cell state is not sensitive to slight intensity changing, thus the ConvLSTM [28] unit may get inferior result around the blurry boundary area. Influence of Initial Click Location: As an interactive segmentation method, to evaluate how different initial click locations (different coordinates) affect the segmentation result, we randomly choose the 10-th slice of the 31-st patient with different initial (one) points. As what Fig. 8 conveys, the coordinates of the different initial points really influence the result. Specifically, (0,0) indicates the ground truth of the central point, and different numerical values in x and y-axis mean different offsets according to the central point. Basically, the farther away from the real central point of tumor, the worse the result will be. However, it is noteworthy that our method still can obtain the robust results and also outperform vanilla U-net on this slice. Also, it is a rare case for an experienced physician to click a very incorrect central point of the object. 
MR Prostate Segmentation
Setting: We also validate our method on a MR prostate segmentation dataset. This dataset is collected by scanning 22 different patients. The ground truth of prostate region is manually delineated by the physician for comparison. The resolution of MR images after preprocessing is 193×153×60. We randomly select 11 patients as the training set and use the remaining patients as the testing set. All the parameters in our model keep the same as that in segmenting CT kidney tumor. Compared to the tumor, the size of prostate is relative smaller, thus, for each input sequential patches, we extract 8 patches with 4 strides. 71.35 ± 21.04 84.69 ± 13.21 90.91 ± 6.32 Table 3 . Comparison with other methods on MR prostate dataset. Our method achieves best performance.
Results: Fig. 9 illustrated several typical results of our method on MR prostate segmentation. As observed, our method can precisely segment the prostate boundary compared with two baselines, even for these difficult cases (i.e., top and bottom slices). We also show the numerical results of our method, patchbased FCN and U-net [23] in Table 3 , showing the best performance achieved by our method on both DSC and CD. 
Promise12 Prostate Segmentation Challenge
Setting: We also evaluate our method on MICCAI Prostate MR Image Segmentation (PROMISE12) challenge dataset, which is usually considered as the most famous challenges in MR prostate segmentation. In PROMISE12, the training dataset consists of 50 T2-weighted MR images of prostate with the corresponding ground truth. The organizers also provide additional 30 MR images as testing without the ground truth. Thus, after segmentation, we submitted the results of the testing images to the organizers, and the organizers calculated the quantitative results. Specifically, beyond DSC, the percentage of the absolute difference between the volumes (ABD), the average over the shortest distances between the boundary points of the volumes (aRVD) and the 95% Haussdorf distance (95HD) are employed as the evaluation metrics. Since these MR images are collected from different medical institutions, there are large variance of voxel spacing among different MR images. In order to reduce the influence of spacing, we keep the spacing in z-axis unchanged and resize these images into 0.625 × 0.625 mm in x-axis and y-axis. As Fig. 1 shows, we extract the sequential patches from 16 different rays extending from the inside of prostate to the outside with the stride as 6. Also, each sequence consists of 12 patches with size of 32 × 32. Results: Our method achieves 85.33 total score, leading to a fourth place (i.e., MedicalVision) on the leaderboard (till Jan.2018). Fig. 10 shows several typical results of our method on the testing dataset. As observed, our method can localize the prostate and delineate the boundary accurately.
The results of top 10 teams in PROMISE12 are shown in Table. 4. Seven of ten teams utilize deep learning method (ScrAutoProstate, Emory and Imorphics are traditional methods). Except for UdeM2D [7] and ours, remaining deep learning methods perform segmentation on 3D volume. Our method achieves competitive results compared to the state-of-the-art methods: CUMED [30] . Also, our method obtains the best performance on several metrics (i.e., Whole ABD, Base ABD, Whole 95HD, Whole DSC and Base DSC), which shows the effectiveness of our method.
Compared to the 3D methods, our method can be directly borrowed to deal with 2D medical image segmentation tasks. Also, our method has its own potential to extend to its 3D version by fusing the segmentation results from different directions. Moreover, please note that, for the point-based interaction, we click the central point according to our own experience. This will bring the noisy especially for the top and bottom slices (our Whole DSC and Base DSC are the best, while Apex DSC is worse than other methods).
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel method for medical image segmentation using sequential patches, by imitating inside-outside comparison as what physician does during manual delineation. During the segmentation, we first ask the physician to take a few seconds to click on the rough central point of the object. Then, according to this point, we extract different sequential patches and hence train a sequential patch learning model for prediction, by designing a specific gated memory propagation unit. Finally, as U-net, a multi-layer architecture is performed. Besides, our model light (5.2MB), easy to train and fast to test. We evaluate our method on CT kidney tumor segmentation, MR prostate segmentation, and PROMISE12 challenge, showing promising results.
We here consider the semi-automatic settings for patch-based FCN and patchbased U-net. Specially, we evaluate the patch-based FCN and patch-based U-net on patches which are extracted from the rays extending from the inside of the object to the outside. In other words, the patches are extracted in the same way as our method, while patch-based FCN and patch-based U-net still take a single patch as a training sample. Moreover, in the testing stage, the point in the center of the object is given by the physician. Then we fed the patches along the rays extending from the initial point to the outside of the object into patch-based FCN and patch-based U-net. The quantitative results are shown in Table. 1. As shown in Fig. 1 , although the central point is given by the physician, the patch-based FCN and patch- Table 1 . Comparison with patch-based FCN and patch-based U-net which are both trained on patches extracting along the rays extending from the inside of object to the outside. Our method with CRF performs best.
based U-net still fail to locate the tumor and delineate the boundary of the tumor precisely.
